Canine Kennels of Clarence Elderly/Medically Compromised Pet
I ___________________________________ have provided documentation that my
pet(s) have a certain health diagnosis and/or are over 12 years of age. - This includes
advanced age, physical handicap, illness, previous injury, skin and coat conditions,
medical conditions, extreme nervousness, neurosis or mental conditions.
Pet(s) Name: ________________________________
Pre Existing Medical Condition(s):____________________________________
Age( if over 12) : ______________ ·
I understand that given my dog has a medical condition that requires medication, we at
CKC will make sure your pet gets their medication at our designated feeding times. I
also understand alternate times may not line up directly with the time given at home. ·
For the safety of your pet, outside play and play with others may be limited due to age ,
physical condition, and pre existing medical conditions. · While we try to provide a home
away from home experience, boarding/daycare for older , handicapped, or medically
compromised pets can be much more stressful. We will try our best to comfort your pet
given the supplies provided by the owner. But I the owner understand that this is a
normal part of boarding and understand that staff does the best they can. · I understand
dogs being put into boarding/daycare with casts, cones, splints, etc will have less time
in the yard or have leashed walks in the yard. We at CKC are not responsible for any
damage your dog may inflict on itself while during its stay. · Medications need to be
clearly labeled with pets name and if it needs refrigeration. · In the instance a medical
event does happen we will call you or your emergency contact to find out how to
proceed. If needed we will follow emergency procedures below. · In the event of an
Emergency , I can be reached at #___________________ . It is agreed should I be
unavailable , the secondary contact to make all decisions will be
________________________________. CKC is authorized to seek emergency vet care
as necessary, costing up to $___________ or no limit and will be fully reimbursed within
5 days of incident. · In the event of an emergency if you are unable to be reached we
will take your pet to your vet, the closest vet or after hours Greater Buffalo Emergency
Vet. Those will be used if we can not get in touch with you. · I fully understand my pet(s)
are elderly or have pre-existing medical conditions I am aware that boarding/daycare is
a stressful situation for some pets that can exaggerate or expose new problems, that
can lead to a serious medical event or death. I will not hold CKC responsible in the
event my pet passes away in boarding/daycare. Provided it was due to an illness or age
stated above in this agreement.
Sign ____________________________________________ Date_______________

